Embryology Project

**Suggested Grade Level:** K-6th

By observing the process of developing baby chicks over a three-week period, youth experience how life develops. Two lessons presented with supplemental lessons provided.

---

**Glitter Bug**

**Suggested Grade Level:** K-6th

Infection control is serious business, but that doesn’t stop the glitter bug from making it fun. The Glitter Bug Hand Wash show is a complete interactive, presentation that teaches the fundamentals or proper hand washing in an unforgettable entertaining way. Areas missed in routine hand washing fluoresce a bright bluish white color under the special lamp. One lesson is presented.

---

On Your Own and Okay

**Suggested Grade Level:** 3rd

Increasingly, younger children are at home without adult supervision. Through simple activities and take-away projects highlighting topics such as family rules, safety and first aid, communication, and easy healthy snacks, youth learn self-care and skills related to well-being. Three Sessions

---

Food, Fun & Reading

**Suggested Grade Level:** K-1st

Explore the world of healthy eating through reading. Through four lessons, students learn about choosing healthier options within each of the food groups. Each lesson includes a story and a guided learning activity.

---
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